
Contact Havis to Configure Your Total Mobility Solution

Visit www.havis.com today and explore our new Configurator:

HAVIS BUNDLING IS THE SMART SOLUTION MATERIAL HANDLING 
COMPUTING APPLICATIONS

Havis is a Key Component of your 
Total Mobility Solution

Your Total Mobility Solution starts 
with a business problem & Includes:

•  Software to solve the business problem for  
    the end user
•  Hardware to run the software inside the                
    vehicle
•  Connectivity & Integration to the back-end      
    systems
•  Havis Docking & Mounting solutions         
    to make sure the hardware is mounted            
    safely and allows for greatest up-time and   
    productivity
•  Screen Blanking solutions powered by Blank-    
    It to manage in-vehicle computer displays  
    and prevent driver distraction
•  Power Management solutions to ensure  
    sufficient output of the computing device for     
    extended periods of time
•  Accessories such as keyboards to assist in  
    completing your Total Mobility Solution
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• Recommended Accessories
Complete your Total Mobility Solution 
with screen supports, keyboard lights, 
desktop stands, card reader & cable 
cover brackets, and more.

• Rugged Communications Hub
Expanding connectivity requirements 
is easily attained with this 4 port, 
fully powered USB 2.0 and Ethernet 
hub. 

• Power Supplies
Computer Power Supplies for 
Panasonic, Dell, Getac, and Apple 
including isolated power for forklift 
solutions.

• Screen Blanking
Powered by Blank-It, Havis screen 
blanking solutions manage 
in-vehicle computer displays and 
prevent driver distraction.

• Enhanced Protection Plan
Optional, no fault protection plans for 
docking stations gives customers peace 
of mind coverage for up to five years. If the 
components are damaged on your docking 
station, we’ll repair it.

• Keyboards and Mounts
Complete your warehouse solution with a 
keyboard and keyboard mount from Havis, 
featuring quick-release slide brackets 
which are configurable with our tilt/swivel 
assemblies.

www.havis.com 800-524-9900 sales@havis.com www.havis.com 800-524-9900 sales@havis.com



COMPUTING AND MOUNTING SOLUTIONS COMPUTER DOCKING STATIONS & CRADLES

UNIQUE MOUNTING SOLUTIONS

Mounting for Forklift Applications 
Consider a Havis overhead mount for your forklift. From a standard 
universal mount base, to a complete package with keyboard, Havis 
can help configure to meet your needs. The Havis Forklift Overhead 
Mount Base for Computers mounts securely over the top frame to 
maximize driver visibility and access. Havis offers individual 
components and packages in order to configure your ideal solution.

Mounting for Pallet Jacks—Patent Pending
Havis Pallet Jack Mount Series provides a safe, secure, and functional solution for mounting 
mobile devices such as tablets on a variety of pallet jacks. The mounts allow pallet jack 
operators to work from anywhere in real-time, eliminating the need to return to a central 
location to access devices.  

The base mount is designed for easy installation without drilling or modifying the pallet jack, 
and the heavy-duty design features welded tubular steel to maximize device security and 
worker safety in rugged conditions. The Havis Tilt Swivel Device and Locking Knob allows 
workers to securely set telescoping height and easily rotate computing device position, 
improving access and visibility on the job. The universal pole mount is designed with a VESA 
75 hole pattern that is configurable for many computer docking stations and universal cradles. 

Havis offers industry-leading docking solutions for a variety of computer 
manufacturers for successful warehouse automation. Havis Docking 
stations integrated intelligent port replication, allowing users to 
connect to optional products like printers, keyboards, antennas, bar code 
scanners, and more.

We value our ever-expanding Ecosystem, as it helps our entire network of partners to stay informed, create mutual opportunities, 
and drive business. Havis understands a Total Mobility Solution starts with a business problem and requires several components to 
successfully resolve it: Software, Hardware, Connectivity & Integration, Computer Docking & Mounting, and Professional Installation. 
Havis develops and sustains long-term relationships with other industry experts who understand the overall goal of the mobile 
workforce: increase productivity while decreasing overall costs and keeping workers safe.

Havis’ wide range of computing & mounting solutions, and peripheral 
accessories are a perfect fit for any mobile workstation, including 
carts, forklifts, and pallet jacks. We offer the industry’s most reliable 
platform for connection to peripherals, like keyboards and bar code 
scanners, which greatly improve productivity while allowing users to 
stay mobile around the warehouse.

Rugged laptops and tablets are integral components to successful 
industrial and warehouse automation. Havis manufactures docking 
solutions that keep this technology secure and safely mounted 
in nearly any work environment. In addition to our laptop and 
tablet specific docking stations, we also offer our Universal Laptop 
and Tablet Cradles, which are compatible with a wide variety of 
manufacturers.

Mounting for Cart Applications 
Havis offers many different mounting products to integrate your laptop or tablet 
onto a safe and comfortable on-the-go solution. Our diverse product line enables 
workers to remain mobile. 

Havis designs ergonomic mounting solutions based on the ideal office setting to 
prevent back, wrist, and eye strain in unconventional workspaces. Our thicker, 
heavy-duty mounting equipment provides a secure base that minimizes vibration 
and rattle, and therefore reduces eye strain.


